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The various charges and defects in SiO2 films fabricated by plasma

enhanced chemical vapour deposition@EcvD) techniques have been studied in

detail. The oxide fixed charge in the as-deposited samples after annealing in
forming gas ambient at 400oc for 30 min has been measured using the

capacitance- voltage(CV) method. The results show that the quantity of oxide
fixed charge inside the films is in the range of the low 1010 cm-Z. There is no

correlation between the deposition temperature and the amount of oxide fixed
charge. The mobile ionic charge based on the bias-temperature aging test

coupled with the CV method in the films is mostly in the low 1010 cm-2. Again,

there is no correlation between the deposition temperature and the amount of
mobile ionic charge. The midgap interface trap density has been determined

using the high-low frequency CV method for samples annealed at various

temperatures for a fixed time or at a fixed temperature for various times. The

results are in strong support of the nonconsumptive two reaction model. They

also show that the nature of the interface traps is similar to that for thermal
oxides. The oxide trapped charge has also been studied using the same method

as that used for the interface traps. However, both the positive and the negative

.4.bstract

trapped charges have been observed in our PECVD SiO2 films. Although the

two reaction model can explain the presence of both types of trapped charges,

more work is required to determine whether the anneal mechanism for the oxide

trapped charge is consumptive or nonconsumptive.
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The current trends in metal-oxide-semiconductor(MOS) technology are

towards higher chip packing density, more complex devices with more process

levels, and larger substrates. To accommodate these advances, MoS devices

dimensions must be scaled down and high temperature processing steps must be

minimized. Future generations of MoS devices will require very high quality of

silicon dioxide(SiO2) fabricated by low temperature processing. One of the most

widespread low temperature deposition techniques is the plasma-enhanced

chemical vapor deposition(PEcvD), for which a radio-frequency(rf) discharge

provides the energy required to promote the desired chemical reaction.

The formation of thermal silicon dioxide under a high temperature in
dry oxygen is a well known chemical process which can be simply expressed as

CEaapten ã

lntnod¡.lctiom

The high thermal energy first breaks loose the Si-Si bond in the silicon lattice for
the reaction with the incoming oxygen. As the surface silicon atoms react with
oxygen, more of the oxygen diffuses into the silicon-silicon dioxide interface for

further oxidation. As a result, the location of the Si-SiO2 interface moves inward

as the reaction progress. In contrast to thermal oxides, PECVD oxides are not

grown with substrate silicon. Instead, SiHa and N2o are used to build up the

SiO2lattice by the following reactions

700 - 10000c
Si + O, 

----) SiO2

200-5000c
NzO* Nr + O

plasma

( 1.1)

(1.2)



In this plasma reaction, collision energy of the species is the force for building

up the sio2 films. The bonding between the silicon and oxygen is by means of
collision on the surface which requires less energy than by thermal vibration.
Therefore, the surface condition of the silicon substrate is very crucial to

PECVD oxides, that is, the interface between the Sio2 fîlm and the silicon

substrate. As a result, foreign substances and native oxide on the silicon
substrate are the dominant factors for MOS interface characteristics. Unlike
thermal oxides, the plasma species do not have an already well defined structure

for them to build up the SiO2 films. Species like SiH will also be found inside

the oxide. A large number of unbonded units and defects would be expected in
the bulk or at the interface of the PECVD oxides.

Recent investigators(e.g. Batey et al. [1], and Fountain et al. [2]) have

produced high quality sio2 ar rhe 300oc remperarure range using rf PECVD.

Their films after post-metal anneal@MA) are encouragingly close to high quality

thermal oxides. Much effort has been devoted to improve the electrical integrity
by optimizing the deposition parameters such as gas pressure, gas composition,
power transfer, substrate surface cleanliness, etc. However, little has been

reported on the chemistry of various defects and the behaviour of charges.

Should a better understanding of the MOS charges and defects be achieved, the

advancement of PECVD techniques would grearly benefir. Reed [3], Plummer

[4] and Griscom [5] have studied various MOS defects through the analysis of
annealing chemisry but the samples they studied were either thermal oxides or
silica whose defect structure and content might be very different from PECVD

oxides. Therefore, the objective of this thesis is to report our recent work on the

charges and defects in sio2 films fabricated by rf PECVD techniques. It is
hoped that this work will provide further insight into defect mechanisms which

are of importance to electronics industry.

In this thesis, chapter II gives an overview of the various oxide
charges and defects. Chapter trI describes the measurements of the oxide fixed

200-5000c
SiHo + 20-------+ SiO'+ 2H,

plasma

2

(1.3)



charge and the mobile ionic charge in the PECVD SiO2 frlms. Chapter fV and V

present the measurement and a detail analysis on the anneal mechanism of
interface traps and oxide trapped charge, respectively. Finally, conclusions are

given in chapter VI.

3
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CåeapÉen ãA

R.eview of Oxide Changes and Ðefects ån e4OS Ðevtces

2.n Introduction

5

Oxide charges and defects have continued to be the limiting factors in

the performance of many electronic devices involving a metal-oxide-

semiconductor(MOS) structure, especially MOS field effect transistors. For

example, the threshold voltage, drain junction breakdown voltage and leakage

current are affected by the excessive amount of oxide charges. Although the

nature, the location and the sources of oxide charges and defects had been

extensively studied by a number of investigators Ll,2,3f, quantitative support

for any qualitative model has not yet been established. This situation further

hinders the full understanding of the annealing process known for its
effectiveness in eliminating defects and charges inside ttre MOS devices.

In this chapter, we shall review various aspects of four important

charges and associated defects, namely the interface trap charge, the oxide f,rxed

charge, the oxide trapped charge and the mobile ionic charge. Later in the

chapter, we shall also take a brief look at the recent studies in defect models and

annealing mechanisms.

2.2 Some Aspects of Various Charges ín MOS Ðevices

Figure 2.1 depicts all the four important charges inside an MOS device

with respect to their spatial locations. Distinguished by their nature and energy

location, they also show different properries and effects on an MOS device.
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Fig. 2.1 The spatial locations of the four important charges in an MOS device.

(After Sze [4])



2.2.î The Interface Trap Charge

The interface trap charge, denoted by Qit, is the charge at the Si-SiO2

interface. This charge changes as the surface potential, Vr, fluctuates. The

charge a¡ises because defect centres, known as interface traps, may be occupied

by electrons or holes, hence the net charge may be positive or negative.

Interface traps have energy levels distributed throughout the silicon

band gap. If the density of traps at a specific energy is denoted D¡r, ideally, the

interface trap concentration, \r, could be obtained by integrating the D¡, over

the band gap. This method is impractical and generally not used because the

measurement of Di, near the band edges is difficult and the accuracy degrades as

one moves from the midgap. As a consequence, the interface trap density is

often specified as D¡, at the midgap.

The generally accepted origin of Qit is the dangling silicon bonds

which arise from incomplete oxidation at the interface. These dangling bonds are

able to communicate with the silicon substrate for charge exchange so that they

affect \r, instead of the external electric field. Typical value of the mid-gap D¡,

for thermal oxides is about 1gr2 " 
-2"y-1 before annealing and this value drops

to about 1gl0 
"*-2"V-1 

after a low temperature anneal.

Various attempts had been made to locate the boundary of interface

taps. Early etch-off experiment [5] could only give a upper bound of roughly

200 Å from the Si-SiO2 interface. Using photocurrent-voltage method [6,7], the

interface traps were found to be within34 A,from the interface. The admittance

measurements by Nicollian and Goezberger [8] and the calculation by Prrier [9]
further increased the ¡esolution and deduced a 10 Å bound.ary for the interface

traps.

7



2"2"2 o-xide Fixed Charge

Oxide fixed charge, Qfi is the charge remaining at the interface after

interface trap charge is annealed out [10]. Early studies have shown that Q¡ is

reproducible. This means that for one particular set of growing conditions its

density remains unchanged. Q¡ is independent of impurity concentration in the

silicon and of the oxide thickness over a wide range. Unlike Q¡, its density is

independent of ty, over at least the middle of 0.7 eV of the energy gap. And it is

stable under bias-temperature aging conditions showing that this charge attaches

to the interface strongly over a widerange of Vs.Forthermal oxides, Q¡is

always positive which makes investigators think that it is ionic in nature. A
thorough study by Deal et al. [11] suggets that ionic silicon resulting from

incomplete oxidation at the interface may be the prime candidate for Q¡. Their

proposition reasonably explains why Q¡is positive and why it is independent of

doping concentration, oxide thickness and ry, variation, but dependent on

growing temperature. However, it is still difficult for most investigators to

realize how the silicon is able to become ionic during oxidation. Some other

investigators have suggested that Q¡ and Q¡, might be atomically similar,

differing only in the position of their energy levels [12]. Obviously, further

work is required to justify this proposition. Experimental results show that the

typical value of Q for thermal oxides is abut 1911 
"--2.

I

2"2.3 txide T'napped Change

Oxide trapped charge, Qot, cm be located not only at the metal-SiO2 or

Si-SiO2 interfaces, but deep in the oxide bulk. Oxide trapped charge is formed



when bulk oxide traps are charged by electrons or holes. As a result, Q¡¡ can

either be positive or negative, depending on the nature of the traps.

Bulk oxide traps are associated with defects in the SiO2 such as

impurities and structural defects(e.g. broken bonds). The charge density (Not),

the centroid (x") and the capture cross section (or) are also the important

parameters because Qo' unlike Di, and Q¡, exists three-dimensionally in space.

The parameters of oxide traps have been studied by several investigators(e.g.

DiMa¡ia [13], Powell [6] and Lai [14]) who used photo- injection or avalanche

injection of carriers into the oxides and studied their current-voltage(IV)
characteristics. The traps inside the oxide bulk is generally shallow so that

charge exchange during trapping and detrapping processes is relatively easy.

These relatively shallow traps can be reduced to a negligible amount, typically
lower than 1010 cm-z,by low temperature anneal.

o

2.2.4 Mobile Xonic Charge

Mobile ionic charge, denoted by Q*, is most commonly caused by the

presence of ionized alkali metal atoms such as sodium and potassium. Among

them, sodium is the most important species of mobile ionic charge because of its

high mobility in SiO2 and its abundance in the environmenr.

Mobile ion contamination mainly occurs during fabrication processing,

such as gate or contact metalization, oxidation and high temperature annealing

and general handling of the metals. As a consequence, this type of charge is

located either at the metal-SiO2 interface, where it has originally entered the

oxide layer, or at the Si-SiO2 interface, where it has drifted under an applied

field. Drift can occur because such ions are mobile in SiO2 at relatively low

temperature. Because this type of charge cannot be considered as defects in
nature, low temperature annealing has no effect on it. Cleanliness during



processing is the only way to reduce mobile ion contamination to a density in the

low 1010 cm-2.

2.2.5 Surnrnary

Table 2.1 summarises the features of the important charges discussed

above.

10

Table 2.1
A summary of the four important charges in an MOS device

Spatial within 10Å. of throughour bulk
Location Si-SiO2 interface and interfaces

Qi,

Energy
Level

Charge

Sign

throughout
bandgap

Qo,

Typical
Value -1610r--2"y-1 41910r--2

+¡_

relatively shallow
in SiO2 bandgap

charge density
Remark dependenr

on Vs

Q¡

very close to throughout bulk
Si-SiO2 interface a¡rd inærfaces

+¡_

outside
bandgap

Q-

bulk
charge

+

shallowly
trapped

-1611"*-2

nature

unknown

+

-1910r*-2

mobile



2.3 The Ðefect Model

Traps created by defects are the primary sites for all kinds of oxide

charges. Several specific defects that could exist in a MOS devices are (1)

dangling Si bond or trivalence silicon, (2) nonbridging oxygen, (3) oxygen

vacancy or E' centre, and (4) impurities.

As a consequence of incomplete oxidation of the silicon, trivalence

silicon atoms, symbolized by Si3:Si'(or Si"), will be formed at the interface. In

this type of defect, the silicon atom shares three of its four valence elecrons with

neighbouring silicon atoms. Its fourth unsatished valence bond acts as a hole trap

as shown in (a) of Fig.2.2.

In the normal SiOr lattice, oxygen atoms share electrons with adjacent

silicon atoms, forming a bridge between the two silicon atoms. 'When one of the

Si-O bonds is broken, the formerly bridging oxygen atom is now called a

11

nonbridging oxygen, symbolized by O3=SiO.(or SiO"). It shares one of its two

valence electrons with the remaining silicon atom, and its unsatisfied valence

bond acts as an electron trap as shown in (b) of Fig.2.2.

E'centre, symbolized by O3=Si'(or Si'), is formed when the oxygen

atom bridging between two silicon atoms is missing, probably as a result of
radiation damage. The two silicon atoms will reposition themselves

asymmetrically and the two unsatisfied valence bonds will become a hole trap

[15] as shown in (c) of Fi5.2.2.

form hole traps or electron traps. Especially at the interfaces where the strain

there can create potential minima for impurities. Strained regions at either

interface are likely to act as sinks for impurities incorporated in the oxides.

Trivalence silicon is generally believed to be the major defect at the

Impurity atoms can always invade the SiO2 bulk or the interfaces to
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(c)
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Fig.2.2 Schematic diagram of the three major defects at the Si-SiO2 interface: (a)

trivalence silicon, denoted by Si, (b) nonbridging oxygen, represented by o, and
(c) oxygen vacancy, symbolic by O.



interface although other defects such as nonbridging oxygen could also exist at

the interface. On the other hand, oxide traps in the bulk can be attributed to all
kinds of defects, depending on the growing or deposition conditions in which the

oxide is grown. Due to the less specificied lattice formation, PECVD Sio2 is

susceptible to a high amount of defects such as the trivalence silicon, E' centre
and nonbridgtng oxygen. If the silicon ions are the source of oxide fixed charge,

we would not expect any Qrfrom PECVD SiO2 bcause there is litrle oxidation at

the interface. For mobile ionic charge, we would not expect any difference
between thermal oxides and PECVD oxides because its content inside an oxide
depends entirely on cleanliness.

13

2.4 The A,nneal Vïechanism

The widely used low temperarure post-meral annealing (pMA) is a

process that works very well for 'polishing' the as-grown (for thermal) or
as-deposited (for CVD) silicon dioxides. The general procedure is described as

follows: A furnace with temperature set at 400 - 450 oC is filled in with a

continuous supply of forrning gas, which is a mixture of l0%o hydrogen and 90Vo

nitrogen. The as-grown or as-deposited SiO2 with gate metal deposited is then

put into the furnace for l0 - 45 minutes for the anneal treatment. Although this
process is simple, the exact mechanism is not completely unde¡stood.

2.4.1 The Role of Hydrogen

Some of the experimental facts that have pluzzled the investigators for
many years are:

(1) MOS devices with a polysilicon gate anneal much slower than those devices

with an active metal gate, such as aluminum or magnesium.

(2) The speed of annealing is dependent on the lateral geometry for polysilicon



gate devices, but not for aluminum gate devices.

(3) MOS devices with an active metal gate can anneal even without ambient

hydrogen.

(4) Annealing of bare oxide interfaces proceeds more rapidly in hydrogen than

nitrogen.

The above findings clearly indicate that hydrogen annealing in Al gate

MOS devices is not a straight forwa¡d 'diffusion and reaction'process. Based

on the work of many investigators [16,17,18], the picture of the diffusion part

becomes clear. Balk [19] was the first to propose that atomic hydrogen is

produced at the Al-SiO2 interface by aluminum reacting with traces of water.

The reaction is

14

In most cases, the water is in the form of hydroxyl groups strongly bound to the

silicon atoms on the oxide surface and is always present at the A1-SiO2 interface.

The atomic hydrogen then diffuses to the Si-SiO2 interface and reacts with the

interface traps. This hydrogen transport mechanism is generally accepted

because it ca¡r explain all the above pluzzles easily: (l) polysilicon does not react

with OH to form hydrogen atoms and the diffusion through the gate metal is a

slow process, (2) since the H is formed internally, external diffusion parameters

certainly have no influence on the anneal rate, (3) external hydrogen is not the

major H source for devices with active metal gates, and (a) hydrogen is proved

to be essential in interface trap annealing. In all cases, hydrogen is an essential

element in anneal chemistry.

Al+OH-+AlO+H.

2"4.2 Tbe R.eaction Models

(2.r)

After the atomic hydrogen is produced and diffuses to the Si-SiOz



interface, the traditional model of its reaction with a interface trap is as foiiows

Here we have assumed that the trivalent silicon is the major ingredient of the

interface traps. However, a recent study by Reed and Plummer [20] suggests

that a single second-order surface recombination model is not appropriate based

on the reaction rate analysis. Instead of a one reaction model, they proposed a

nonconsumptive and a consumptive two reaction model that fit very well with

their data. The two reactions for the nonconsumptive case are

15

Sþ+H+SiH

and for consumptive case

k,
Pt +Hjsirt

k,
Pr+Hj o + H

k?
2H +-}J2

(2.2)

where P6 represents the interface trap centre before anneal and O is the

annealed P6 cente, and k1 and k2 are the reaction rate constants.

The consumptive mechanism is in fact the variation of the traditional

model. Equation (2.5) is essentially the same asEq.(2.2), however, Reed and

Plummer proposed that the dimerization of hydrogen occurred in the bulk as

well. With the introduction of 4.(2.6), the concentration of hydrogen inside the

oxide bulk will be affected. As a result, Eqs.(2.5) and (2.6) combined to yield a

different solution for interface trap concentration from Eq.(2.2), which will be

discussed in Chap. IV. The nonconsumptive mechanism, which states that

hydrogen is not used up during annealing has been discussed in detail by Reed

and Piummer [20]. This mechanism, although unorthodox, is certainly

k^
2H 1H2

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.s)

(2.6)



appealing. According to Reed and Plummer, there may be three possibilities for
the role played by hydrogen in the annealing process, namely, (1) hydrogen is
the catalyst for some sort of bond rearrangement at the interface, or (2)

hydrogen releases oxygen from the bulk, forming oH, and passivates the
interface trap by oxygen, leaving a nonbridging oxygen and the original
hydrogen, or (3) hydrogen releases oxygen from the bulk but does not form
oH, again passivates the interface trap by oxygen, leaving a nonbridging
oxygen and the original hydrogen. In all scena¡ios, they give a similar form of
solution for the interface trap concentration.

Although their proposed model is plausible and consistent with all their
experimental results, progress in instrumentation is required to measure the

interfacial SiH concentration for a tangible proof. Meanwhile, it will be

interesting to see if the two reaction model can give a satisfactory analysis for
our work. 'We 

shall discuss this two reaction model further in the subsequent

chapters.
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3.f. Introduction

Cåeaptea"ããã

In this chapter, we shall start with the studies of the charges and

defects in PECVD SiO2 films associated with the oxide fixed charge and the

mobile ionic charge. Even using modern techniques, these two charges are hard
to remove from the MOS device. Fortunately, their quantities and influences in a
Mos device are generally small as compared to those of the oxide trapped

charge and the interface trap charge.

We shall discuss the extent of influence of the oxide fixed charge and

the mobile ionic charge on the properties of PECVD SiO2 films. This work will
serye as a building block for rhe study of the oxide trapped charge and the
interface trap charge in the next two chapters.

3.2 Oxide Fixed Charge Measurements

Since oxide fixed charge remains unchanged after low temperature
annealing, we can isolate it by annealing out all the interface charge and the
oxide trapped charge. Moreover, the drift of the mobile ions at room temperature

can always be neglected, therefore, we are able to evaluate Q¡ alone using the

capacitance-voltage(CV) method.



3.2.3. High-Fnequency CV Method

An ideal high-frequency cv curve for an aluminum gate MoS device

with n-type silicon substrate is shown in Fig. 3.1. The details of this curve has

been described in most texts [1,2] and will not be repeated here. only the
important features are summarised as follows:

(1) Oxide capacitance (Co*) - the capacitance per unit a¡ea conrributed by the

SiO2 dielectric is given by

2A

where d is the oxide thickness.

(2) Minimum capacitance (c.¡) - the minimun capacitance of the Mos device

at inversion is given by

Co* = to*/d

and

and

Cmin = eox/(d +'W*eo*/er)

(3) Flatband capacitance (c¡6) - the capacirance of the Mos device that

corresponds to the flatband condition [3] at the silicon surface is given by

W,n = (4e.Q/tNp)12

Q¡ = kT ln (N¡/n)

(3.i)

and

C¡6 = C¡¡rCo^/(C*, + Co*)

Crb, = qq2t'toe,tkr¡lZ

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)
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C/Cox

Fig. 3.1(a) An ideal cv curve for a Mos device with no work function
difference and no charge inside

-6-5-4-3-2-lol2345Vg

Fig. 3.1(b) An ideal CV cuwe for an Al gate MOS device wirh no charge
inside

vfbsms



(4) Flatband voltage (vrJ - the gate voltage rhat corresponds to the flatband

capacitance.

(5) Work function difference (ö*.) -

the gate metal and the silicon induces

aluminum gate, the shift is given by

O =@ -(Þms *m *s

22

As shown in Fig. 3.1, Vfb = @,n, in the charge free case.

the difference in work function between

a parallel shift on the CV curve. For the

The most useful feature of this CV method is that any net charge inside

the MOS device will be revealed as a parallel shift of the whole curve. The
amount of the net charge Q, is related to the deviation in flatband voltage from
the ideal case by [4]

=Õ* -(y+E/z!qb)

where x, is the centroid of the charge. The range of the centroid is defined by x"

= 0 at the metal-SiO, interface and x. = d at the Si-SiO, interface.

Q=(Vr¡-Õ,n.)eo^/(ex.)

3"2.2 Experimental Ðetails

The PECvD sio2 films used in this work were supplied by the IBM
Thomas J. Vlatson Research Centre. Six as-deposited samples with six different
deposition temperatures were deposited on 1-in n-type silicon wafers of

resistivity about i-2 Q-cm. One hundred aluminum electrodes with area = .005

(3.7)

(3.8)



cm2 were vacuum-deposited on top of the oxide to form an MOS configuration.
Each wafer was then broken into small pieces for annealing experiments.

The anneal procedure described in chap. II was empolyed to remove
most of the interface ftap charge and oxide trapped charge. The anneal
temperature was set at 400oC and anneal time was 30 minutes. After the anneal

was completed, the samples were taken out from the furnace and left to cool
down slowly to room temperatue prior to the CV measurements.

The cv measurement setup includes: (1) a home-made rinearvoltage
ramp generator with adjustable ramping speed and direction, (2) aBoonton 72A
capacitance meter for CV measurement at a frequency of 1 MHz, (3) a Kiethley
610c electrometer for low-frequency cv measurement, (4) a home-made probe
station, (5) a Kiethtey 174 digital multimeter, (6) a Hewlett-packard 70358 X-y
recorder, and (7) a Tektronix PS530A dual power supply.

After the anneal, indium gallium paste was used for back contact after
the back oxide was removed. In the high-frequency CV measurements, the
experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.2. The ramp rate was set at 50
mV/s th¡oughout the high frequency CV measurements.

23

3.2.3 Results and Ðiscussion

The CV curyes of the six samples before and after complete annealing
are shown in Figs. 3.3(a) - (Ð. Using Eq. (3.1) - (3.7), we are able to calculate

d, N¿, Cr¡, Vft and (Þ_, from the measured values of Co* and C*¡n. From the

difference between v¡, and Õ,nr, *e can obtain the oxide fixed charge e¡ using

Eq. (3.8) by letting x" = d. The results are listed in Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.4(a).

The results indicate that the quantitiy of oxide fîxed charge in these

PECVD SiO2 frlms is very low. Q is independent of the deposition remperarure.

with the exception of the sample deposited at3zsoc, the magnitudes of e¡ are

all in the low 1610.*-2. Figure 3.4(b) reproduces the
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Fig. 3.2 Experimental arran genrenr for high-frequency cv measurements.
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Fig. 3.3(a) The cv cgrv,es of the pECvD Sio2 film deposited at2z5ocbefore a¡rd after post_metal anneal
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Fie. 3.3(c) Thg CV curves of the PECVD SiO2 film deposited at275oC
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Fig. 3.3(d) Th9 CV curves of rhe PECVD SiO2 f,rlm deposited ar 300oC
before and after posr-metal anneal -
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Fig. 3.3(e) The cv curves of the pECvD Sio2 fìlm deposited at3z5oc
before and after post_metal anneal'
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Dep. temp. Co* Cn.,,n(pÐ No(x1015) d(Å) Crb/Cox vrb Õn-,, Q(xl0to¡

Table 3.1

The parameters of the PECVD SiO2 hlms and the values of Q¡

225

250

275

300

325

3s0

340

287

309

309

3r6

310

83

72

74

81

74

77

3.6 i

2.70

2.77

3.61

2.37

3.10

510 .694

604 .699

561 .686

561 .7 14

548 .680

560 .698

-.29 -.28

-.21 -.29

_)? _to

-.20 -.28

-.11 -.29

1/l 10--La -.LO

+0.42

-0.71

-2.3r

-3.08

-7.09

-1.54
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work of Deal et al. [5] on Qr as a function of oxidation temperature for the

thermal oxides for comparison purpose. Their results clearly show that Q¡

depends strongly on oxidation temperature while the simila¡ trend is not shown

by our PECVD SiO2 films. In contrast with the thermal oxides, a small amount

of negative Q¡was actually measured in most of the PECVD oxides. However,

since the measured V¡5 is in the order of mV, which is just about the resolution

of our measuring equipment, we believe that experimental errors may play an

important role in this result. Another major source of error is the evaluation of

(Þ,n, from the ideal situation. Since we simply derive Q5 from C*¡ through

iteration of Eqs.(3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), an inevitable amount of error will

certainly affect the value of Qu, and hence Õrnr. h fact, no one has ever reported

any negative ions existing as fixed charge in MOS devices if the ionic silicon is

considered to be the source of oxide fixed charge. Moreover, it is consistent

with the theory of Deal et al. [5] that PECVD SiO2 should nor conrain any

unoxidized silicon because there is never any oxidation occuning at the

interface. Therefore, we should ignore those small values of negative Q¡ which

are most likely caused by experimental enors. It is quite reasonable to assume

there is negligibly small Q¡ in the PECVD SiO2 films.

30

3.3 Mobile lonÍc Charge Measurernents

Since sodium contamination in SiO2 is mainly introduced during

fabrication processing(see Chap. II), we would believe that for the same clean

environment, the sodium content in the PECVD oxide is comparable to that in

clean thermal oxide despite their difference in fabrication processing. To actually

verify this point, the mobile ion densities in the PECVD SiO2 films have been

measured. There are several methods for detecting sodium ions or atoms in



Mos structures [5] but the CV method coupled with the bias-temperature aging
has the advantages of easy analysis and high sensitivity over the others.
Therefore, we empolyed this method for mobile ionic charge measurements.

3.3.X. The CV Method and Bias-T'ernperature dging

31

snow et al. [7] were the first to use the cv method for studying

sdium contamination in Sior. In this method, a high frequency cv curve of an

MoS capacitor is measured. Then the Mos capacitor is heated to about 150 -
300oc to mobilize the ionic charge. At the same time, a positive gate bias is
applied to create an oxide field of a few MV/cm. As the bias applied to the gate

is positive, all the mobile ions can be assumed to be driven to the si-sio2
interface after about 30 minutes. The MOS capacitor is then cooled down to the

room temperature and then the CV curve is measured. The shift in flatband
voltage between the CV curve measured before and after the bias-temperature
aging is a measure of the mobile ion concentration d¡ifted at that given
temperature.

EU.(3.S¡ can be used to calculate the charge density

shift. With the work function difference unchanged

neglected, the mobile ion density is given by

Q* = 
^Vfbcox/q 

,

Because mobile ions pile up in a charge sheet at the si-sio2 interface,

where ÂV6 is the net flatband shift.

An important feature of this bias-temperature aging experiment is that

the sodium ions can also be pulled back to the metal-Sio, interface with a
negative bias-temperature aging trearment as shown in Fig. 3.5. This is because

sodium ions do not exchange charge with either the metal or the silicon and do

from the flatband voltage

and interface trap density

(3.e)
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Fig. 3.5 The cv curves illus_trating the subsequent mobile ionic charge
movements..Curve(l) is the inirial high-frequency CV curvã,
curve(2) is the resuhilg cv curve aftêr 5 min of is0oc heating
with -10v o.f bias, and curve(3) is the resulting cv curve afteiS
min of i50oC heating with +l0V of bias.(afteî Snc* er al. [7])
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not become discharged even though they pile up to within a tunneling distance at

the interfaces.

3.3.2 Ðxperimental Details

The PECVD oxides used in this experiment were those completely

annealed samples from previous experiment. The previous high frequency CV

curve of each sample 'was taken as the starting point for this experiment. A

copper table with a heating element underneath was used for heating up the

sample to about 150oC while it was being biased at +8V, which corresponds to

about 1.5 MV/cm of electric field across the oxide. The temperature was

monitored by a Fluke 21,90A digital thermometer coupled with a thermocouple

tied to the copper table. The voltage across the MOS device was measured with

a Kiethley 174 digital multimeter. The capacitance of the MOS device was also

checked during the experiment using a Boonton 72AD capacitance meter to

make sure that the electric contact was good. The whole experimental set up is

shown in Fig. 3.6.

After about one hour, the sample was allowed to cool down to room

temperature and then a high frequency CV curve was measured. To further

confirm that the subsequent shift was actually due to mobile ionic charge, the

negative bias-temperature aging treafnent was also performed on the same MOS

device.
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3.3.3 Results and Ðiscussion

Figure 3.7 shows the shift of the CV curve for each sample after

different bias-temperature aging conditions. The arrows indicate the direction of
the shift of the CV curve at each stage of the experiment. Curve(1) represents

the initial CV curve while curve(2) and curve(3) are the resulting curves after

positive bias - temperature agrng and negative bias - temperature agtng,
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Fig. 3.7(a) The shift of the CV curve after bias-temperature agrng for the
sample deposited at225oC. Curve(1) is the initial high-
frequency CV curve, curve(2) is the resulting CV curve after
30 min at 150oC heating with +8V bias, and curve(3) is the
resulting CV curve after 30 min at 150oC heating with -8V
bias.
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Fig. 3.7(b) The shift of the CV curve afrer bias-temperature aging for the
sample deposited at 250oC. Curve(1) is the initial high-
frequency CV curve, curve(2) is the resulting CV curve afrer
30 min at 150oC heating with +8V bias, and curve(3) is the
resuiting CV curve afre¡ 30 min at 150oC headng with -8V
bias.
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Fig. 3.7(c) The shift of the CV curve after bias-temp.era.tufe 3gt.ng 
for thee \ 

sample deposited at275oC. Curve(l) is the iniligl high-
freqüency'Cv cu*e, curve(2) is the resulting CV curve after

30 i¡in ai tSOpC heating with +8V bias, and curve(3) is-th-e

resulting CV curve aftei30 min at 150oC heating with -8V
bias.

Fig. 3.7(d) The shift of the CV curve after bias-temperature lgr.ng for the
sample deposited at 300oC. Curve(1) is the initial high-
frequency CV curve, curve(2) is the resulting CV curve after
30 min at 150oC heating with +8V bias, and curve(3) is the
resuiting CV curve after 30 min at 150oC heating with -8V
bias.
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Fig. 3.7(e) The shift of the cv curve after bias-telnPgla.tu.r? ?gt.ng 
for the

- -o- -- 
sample deposited at 325oC. Curue(l) is the iniliSl high-
frequency,CV.curve,ct¡¡ve(2)istheresultingCVcurveafter
30 min ui tSOoC heating with +8V bias, and curve(3) is th_e

resulting CV curve aftei3g min at 150oC heating with -8V

bias.
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Fig. 3.7(Ð The shift of the CV curve after bias-tepperatule lgilq for the

sample deposited at 350oC. Curve(1) is the initigl high-
frequency^CV curve, curve(2) is the resulting CV curve after
30 min ai tSOoC heating with +8V bias, and curve(3) is the
resultin.q CV curve aftei30 min at 150oC heating with -8V
bias.
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respectively.

Curve(1) and curve(3) are indistinguishable indicating that the

reproducibility of our measurements is excellent. This would be expected if all

the experimental conditions were kept the same except the voltage polarity was

reversed. For all samples the flatband shift is small. The results tabulated in
Table 3.2 show that the PECVD oxide contains mobile ions in ¡tr 16107sm-2

level. This is very much comparable to the thermal oxides produced with great

care. And this low mobile ion content further proves that these PECVD SiO2

films are excellent in quality. By careful inspecúon on all the curve(2)'s, we can

see a bit of stretching out at the 'heel' of the curves. This is particular severe for
those samples with a higher mobile ion density. This CV curve stretch-out is an

indication of increased interface trapped charge density, which will be discussed

in the next chapter. To explain this phenomenon, we may say that the D¡, itself

is increased by the bias-temperature treatment or that the mobile ions induce a

certain effect on D¡r. Since interface traps do not usually increase in number

under an ordinary heat treatment except under high energy radiation, we believe

that the stretch-out is associated with the piling up of ionic charge. This effect is

further confirmed by the fact that when the mobile ions are d¡iven away from the

Si-SiO2 interface after negative-bias temperature aging, the CV curve shifts back

to its original position and no stretch-out is observed.

Figure 3.8 sums up the relation between Q* and the deposition

temperature. As expected, it does not show any correlation between the two

par'âmeters because Q* is mainly a function of cleanliness.

3B



Table 3.2
The parameters of the PECVD SiO2 films and the values of Qt

Dep. temp.(oc) d (Å) co* (x10-8nlcm-2) Âvr6 (v) Q,n (xt010/cm-2¡
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225
250
275
300
325
350

510
611
576
6r3
574
578

6.77
5.65
s.99
5.63
6.01
5.97

t0.0

s.0

8.0

7.0

.08

.02

.r4

.15

.20

.03
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Fig. 3.8 The mobile ionic charqe density in the PECVD SiO2 f,rlms as a
funcúon of deposition4emperature
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We have found that the oxide fixed charge density and mobile ionic

charge density are negligibly small in the PECVD SiO2 samples. Therefore, the

shift of the CV curves can be considered to be mainly due to D¡, and Qor. By

comparing the CV curves before and after post-metal-anneal, we can see that a

large amount of D¡, md Qot have been removed after the 30 min anneal. It is

interesting to know how fast these charges are annealed out and how much do

they depend on annealing temperature. In this chapter, we shall study the

chemistry of the interface trap annealing under various anneal temperatures and

anneal times.

Interface trap density can be evaluated by the high-low frequency CV

method which will be described in the next section. Later in this chapter, the

experimental details, the results and a quantitative analysis will be presented.

4.2 EIigh-n ow Fnequency CV Method

The high-low frequency CV method is able to extract the information

from the high frequency and low frequency CV curves to evaluate the interface

rap density as a function of Vr. After obtaining a high frequency CV curve for a

given sample, a low frequency CV curve is traced on the same graph using the

experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 4.1. The normalized high and low

frequency CV curves are positioned in the way as shown in Fig. 4.2. At a certain

gate voltage, the interface [ap density is given by [1] :
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X-V
recorder Electrometer
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remp
generetor

di gi tal
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Fig. 4.1 The experimental arrangement for hfw_frequency CV
measurements
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low-frequency

C/Cox

high-frequency

.6

ctr
--t.4

cmr
,2

Fig.4-2 The high and low frequency cv curves for Di, evaruation



where C¡p and Co denote the low freqùency and high frequency capacitance

nomralized to the oxide capacitance, respectively.

This procedure can be repeated for various values of gate bias v* so

that we can obtain Dt, as a function of Vr. However, we normally would like to

see t}re change of D¡, as a function of energy level at the interface band gap. To

achieve this, we use the relations given below:

Di,= co* {( 1/c* - 1)-1 - (l/crn. - l)-1}/q

44

and

v,rye) = 
Å" 

(1 - cr-F)dv

where E, is the band gap energy for silicon which is equal to 1.1 ev. The energy

band diagram shown in Fig. 4.3 defines the relative position of E", ry, and Q, in

Eq.(4.3).

A computerprogram [Appendix I] written in IBM GWBASIC language

has been developed to compute Eqs.(4.1) - (4.3). It is also equipped with

plotting facility that can plot out the D¡, as a function of (E, - E). From this plot,

we are able to locate the mid-gap Di' which is the trap density at 0.55 ev below

E" in the band gap(the midgap), for further analysis. A sample run is illustrated in

Appendix II.

(4.1)

G. - E)/q =E/2q+ V, - Qu

(4.2)

4.3 Expenimerntal Ðetails

(4.3)

The PECVD SiO2 films under investigation were annealed in ¡ro
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Fig. 4.3 Band-bending diagram of n-type silicon showing the position of
the Fermi level ar the silicon surface is related to band-bending



different ways. The first group of samples were annealed under constant 30 min

time but the anneal temperatures were 225oC,250oC, 275oC,300oC, 325oC and

350oC. One piece of sample containing at.least four MOS devices were selected

from each deposition temperature for one anneal temperafure. The second group

of samples were annealed under constant 4O0oC temperature but the anneal times

were 10 sec, 30 sec, 100 sec, 3@ sec and 1000 sec. Although it was found that

anneal time could be accumulated [2], we used a new piece of sample for each

anneal time to avoid any possible errors. After the anneal, the samples were then

cooled down to Íoom temperature for both the high frequency and the low
frequency CV me¿surements.

46

4.4 R,esults and Ðiscussiorn

The CV curves obtained from this experiment were analysed using the

computer program described in Appendice I and II. The midgap D¡, for each

sample was obtained from the D¡, vs E, - E plot with the midgap D¡, at E, - E =

0.55 eV. The midgap D¡, as a function of anneal temperature is shown in Fig.

4.4, and the midgap Dr, as a function of anneal time is shown in Fig. 4.5. It can

be seen that in a semi-log plot, the relation in Fig. 4.4 is linear while the relation

in Fig. 4.5 also appears to be linea¡ in a log-log plot. We shall use the chemical

reaction rate analysis to analyse these results.

4.4"3, The Midgap Ð¡, as a Function of Anneal Temperatune

As mentioned in section 2.4.2, the two reaction model proposed by

Reed and Plummer [2] worked very well in f,rtting their experimental data. Here,

we shall empoly their chemical analysis for our experimental data-

The solution for the interface trap concentration described by Eq.(2.3)

and (2.4) is
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f,rlrn deposited at 275oC
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lvhere 11:k1/2k2, [I{o is the initial hydrogen concentration defined by Eq.(2.1),

[Si']o is the initial interface trap concentation and t is the anneal time. V/e shall

use Eq.(4.4) to seek the temperature dependent of D¡, concenÍation.

The exponent,l'1, is given by the ratio of the two reaction rates, k1 and

k2, which is expressed as

[Si"] =

53

(1 + 2k2ltiloÐn

[Si"]o

where the reaction radü p, and p2 are given by

P1 =r¡¡*15¡'

P2=r¡¡*rg

k1
1'l =- =

2\

and D" is the diffusion coefficient of the hydrogen atom given by [2]

2nprD¡¡

(2)4np2D, 4pz

(4.4)

pr
=-

where 1 x 10-5 cm2lsec is the diffusion constant Do and 0.75 eV is the activation

energy used by Reed and Plummer for Eq.(2.4).

The radius of a hydrogen atom is about 0.5 .4. The capture radius of an

interface trap is not known, but is at least as large as the silicon tetrahedral radius,

1.2 L, and perhaps up to 50Vo larger. Taking these two values as limits, we find

DH = 1 x 10-5exp(-0.75eVlkÐ cm2s-l

(4.s)

The value of [H]o depends very much on the completion of Eq.(2.1)

and also the oxide thickness, d, and the amount of OH group available [2]. In the

meantime, we assume that (l)there is sufficient amout of OH for the reaction,

(4.6)

(4.7)

0.43<q<0.58

(4.8)

(4.e)



(2)the aluminum reacts with OH efficiently within the range of temperatures

under investigation, and (3)the transport of atomic hydrogen through the oxide is

not the rate limiting step in annealing MOS devices. Based on these assumptions,

ftIlo can be expressed as

54

where 1.67 x 1023 is the estimated number of OH group on the

using the method similar to Reed and Plummer's, and 0.46 eV is

energy for Eq.(2.1).

FIlo = 1.67 x 1023exp(-0.46€V/kÐ cm-3

Combining Eqs.(4.4), (4.5), (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10), the expression

describing the midgap D¡rconcentration now becomes

In the temperature range under investigation, the exponential term in the

denominator is always much larger than 1. Therefore, we can further simplify

our expression into a simple exponential function. And by substituting t = 1800

sec and the value of 1.38 x 10-23 JÆ( for k, Eq.(4.11) becomes

[Si.1 =
[ + 4.2x 1012exp(-1.21eVlkÐt]n

(4.10)

SiO2 surface

the activation

[Si"]o

Now Eq.(4.12) has only the unknown parameters [Si"]o and q. Using computer

plotting program, we are able to perform curve fitting for our data[note that the

curves based on Eq.(4.12) is a straight line on a semi-log plotl. We first chose

one value for q and used different values for [Si']o. This computing process \#as

repeared with other value of q within the range from 0.43 to 0.58 until the best fit

[Si"1 = tsi"]o(7.5 * 16la¡-Iexp(14029qÆ) (4.12)

was obtained. Figure 4.6 shows that for î = 0.51, we were

good fit for all the six sets of data by changing [Si']o from 1

(4.11)

able to get a very

x 1013 to 5 x 1013
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cm-2. The value of q obtained in our work is in good agreement with the value of

0.55 reported by Reed and Plummer. This result strongly supports the two

reaction model from another angle because Reed and Plummer are mainly

concerned with the time parameter while we have arrived with the same result

from another paftimeter. That means that Eq.(4.11) can actually describe the

anneal chemistry of the interface trap density. However, one might argue that the

oxides used by Reed and Plummer are different from ours and the comparison

could be invalid. In order to further support our point, the work in next section

and in next chapter will give us more insight about the validity of the two reaction

model.

The final point that is worth mentioning is the value of [Si']o obtained

from our results. Upon examining Eq.(4.11), one might notice that at t = 0,

Eq.Ø.Ð reduces to the initial interface trÍrp concentration [Si"]o. However, the

values of [Si']o deduced from our results are about an order of magnitude higher

than those measured from the as-deposited samples. This difference might be due

to some factors in obtaining [Si']o. The most probable reason may be the error in

estimating [H]o because we have made a few assumptions which have

overestimated the amount of [H]o. This is consistent with the fact that for lower

[I]o values, the values of [Si']o becomes closer to the as-deposited values. Since

the amount of OH group is likely to be different from wafer to wafer and our

main concern is the value of q and the general shape of the curyes, we shall not

put emphasis on the value of [Si"]o in our later discussion.
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4"4"2 The MÍdgap D¡, as a Function of Anneal T'ime

To analyse the time dependence of D¡, annealing, we shall use the same

solution as derived in the previous section. Using Eq.(4.11) again but this time t
is the variable and T = 673 oK. The expression describing [Si'] becomes



Equation (4.13) is in the form of a simple power law and is represented by a

straight line with slope equals to Tl in the log-log plot.

Figure 4.7 cleafly shows that a straight line of slope 0.51 does fit
reasonably well to all the six sets of data. The [Si.]o values required to fit the

curves are all in the 1013 region which is consistent with the previous results.

The error exists in those short duration data points(lO and 30 sec) is probably

due to the thermal transport delay from ttre surface to the bottom of the aluminum

gate. Another possibility is that Eq.(2.1) requires some time for the chemical

equilibrium to establish. Moreover, the always existing human error in handling

the samples in and out the furance is no doubt another major error for those short

duration data points. However, the overall results in this work do further support

the validity of the two reaction analysis. However, Chap. V will provide more

information regarding the validity of the two reaction model when analysing the

bulk charge in the oxides.

lsi"l = [Si"]o(371t)-q

59

(4.13)

4"4"3 Discussion

To conclude this chapter, we can say that the reaction rate solution of
the two reaction model does give us a precise description of the anneal chemistry

in terms of temperature and time dependence.The temperature dependence

function turns out to be an exponential function with an inverse temperature

index. The time dependence function is even reduced to a simple power function

with a constant index. The index r1 found from this work is less than that of Reed

and Plummer by less than 70V0. ïVe cannot say that the radius of the interface

trap centres in the PECVD SiO2 is smaller than that in the thermal oxides. As a

matter of fact, there is no good reasons why the interface traps of these two kind

of oxides are different except one might argue that the difference is due to

growing temperatues which could make the silicon surface of the thermal oxide

expand in a greater extent. However, on the basis of this work, we can only
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conclude that there is no detectable difference in the interface traps between the

PECVD oxide and the themral oxide.

In terms of interface properties, the major difference between the

PECVD SiO2 and the therrral oxides is the initial amount of interface traps. As

mention in Chap. I, the PECVD oxide, which is deposited under low temperature

plasma excitation, is subject to a certain degree of random bonding. This

randomness no doubt qeates a large amount of unbonded silicon atoms which

makes the D¡, value for the as-deposited films.higher than that of the thermal

oxide. Fortunately, the interface traps can be removed easily by low temperature

anneal.
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In the previous chapter, we have discussed the technique for the study

of the chemistry of interface trap anealing by changing the anneal temperature and

the anneal time. We shall use the same annealing technique to study the equally

important oxide trapped charge.

From the CV curves for the as-deposited SiO2 films, we know that

there is a large amount of trapped charge inside the oxide bulk. Although the

direction of the CV shift indicates that the net charge is positive, we cannot rule

out the possibility of negative charge existence. The net oxide trapped charge Qot

will be evaluated by the midgap voltage method which will be described in next

section. Later in this chapter, we shall apply the two reaction model also to the

anneal chemistry of oxide traps, in the hope that the work described in this

chapter will furttrer support this model.

CËaaptex" V

5.2 T'tre Midgap Voltage Method

In Chap. III, we have inrroduced the flatband voltage method for

estimating the net charge inside a MOS device. Unfornrnately, the stretch-out of

the CV curye due to high D¡, content makes this method inaccurate. In the case of

non-ideal interface condition, we have to use the midgap voltage method [1].

The fact that the acceptor-like interface states are above the midgap

towards the conduction band and the donor-like interface states are below the

midgap towards the valence band make it reasonable to assume that there is no

charge due to interface states at the midgap [2]. To use the midgap voltage



method, we first locate the gate voltage that coffesponds to the midgap energy

level using Eqs.(4.2) and (a.3). Then we translate the corresponding ideal cv
curve along the voltage axis until the ¡¡ro curves meet at Vmg. As shown in Fig.

5.1., the flatband shift , V¡5, given by the ideal CV curve now contains a voltage

shift due to Õ*r, Q¡ and Qor. Thus, rile can single out the oxide trapped charge

by the following relation

oþ

Equation (5.1) is actually the va¡iation of Eq.(3.8). The extra d in the

denominator makes Qorh the unit of cm-3.'We have also assumed that the Qoris

unifomrly distributed in the oxide bulk, making the centroid equal to d,t2.

The ideal CV cun¡e can be obtained theoretically from equations derived

by Berman and Kerr [3]. However, it is easier and convenient to use the well

annealed CV curves in Fig. 3.3 because those curves contain D¡, in the low 1010

cm-2eV-l level, which induce negligible error for the V,n* values. Therefore, we

shall take the cv curves in Fig. 3.3 as ideal curves in our v*, determination.

%t=bo*ffru-Vf-Õms)/d2

5.3 Experimental Details

The samples used in this work were in fact the same samples used for
the work described in Chap. IV. These samples had been annealed from225oC

to 350oC for 1800 sec and from 10 sec to 1000 sec under 400oC. We shall use

the same CV cr¡n¡es obtained previously but this time we are only intersted in the

CV shift of the high frequency CV curves.

(5.1)

5.4 Results and Ðiscussior¡

The net oxide trapped charge estimated by the midgap voltage method
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Fig. 5.1 The midgap voltage method for the true CV shift



as a function of Eq/kT and anneal time are shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, where T

is anneal temperature and 14029K-1 is used for fu/k. It can be seen that negative

oxide charge does exist in our samples. In.the temperature dependence plog there

is a turn-around point for every sample. On the other hand, the time dependence

plot only shows very little of a turn-around behaviour. We shall use the two

reaction model again to explain this phenomenon.

6B

5.4.t Oxide Trapped Charge as a F unction of Anneal Temperature

The possible candidates for positive trapped charge are trivalence silicon

and E'centre. Since trivalence silicon is likely to exist at the interface and E'

centre is very much associated with plasma chemistry, we believe that E'centre is

the major source of positive tapped charge. On the other hand, the only possible

defect that can create negative trapped charge is the nonbridging oxygen, which is

again very much related to plasma chemistry. Since we have assumed the

transport of atomic hydrogen through the oxide is not the rate limiting step in

annealing MOS devices, the annealing chemistry of bulk defects and interface

traps should be considered similar. Therefore, we shall again use the two reaction

model to analyse the bulk defects in this anneal experiment. We begin by

assuming the two bulk defects to take on the consumptive mechanismf. The

reactions for E'centre anneal may be written as

k1
Si" + H; SiH

and

k,
2H 1H2

sio'+ n1sion

t The possibility of nonconsumptive mechanism will be discussed later in this chapter.

k,
2H -l-Hz

(5.1)

(s.2)

(s.3)

(s.4)
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Fig. 5.2(a) \et oxide,gapped g-hatge as a funcrion of thermal energy for
the PECVD SiO2 film deposited arZZSoC
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Here, we have symbolized the E'centre as Si' which is similar to dangling Si

bond at the interface

The corresponding differential equations are

d

-[Si"]=-kzlSi"llFl]dr

75

d

* H=-k2tSþltHI -2\ÉIl2

d

-tsiO"l=-kzlSiO'lpil

and

Unfortunately, the solutions for [Sþ] and [SiO'] in this case cannot be

solved anal¡ically because the second equation for each case is coupled with the

fust one. For the sake of simplicity and for a rough idea of their forms, we

assume that [tI] is large enough so that the first term of Eqs.(5.6) and (5.8) can

be neglected. This results in the reduction of this case to the nonconsumptive

case. The solution of these equations is the same as Eq.(4.4), giving

d

* 
ÍtlÛ= - kzlSiO"lFil - 2k4lÍ\2

(s.s)

(s.6)

(s.7)

rsi"t=dt#;tr

Using the same v/ay to estimate î1 and 12, we have

(s.8)

[sio'] = (1 + 2k2[H]ot)îz
lsio"lo

(s.e)

(5.10)



0.41 <nl<0.69

0.29 <rlz<0.43

Again, for the temperature dependence, Eqs.(5.9) and (5.10) are

reduced to the forrr of exponential functions but with different indices, î1 and

î2. The net charge inside the bulk is thus given by the sum of two exponential

terrns as follows:

76

QorG) = N+(7.5 * 1g1a¡-Itsxp(14029r1 rÆ)

where N+ denotes the initial content of positive charge, i.e. [Si']o, and N- the

negative counterpart, i.e. [SiO"lo. There are four undetermined parameters in

Eq.(5.13) which make it difficult to visualize the shape of the curves it
represents. Worse still, we cannot log the y-axis to make curve fitting with our

data because there are both positive and negative quantities in our data. However,

this expression does predict accurately about the relative magnitude of N+ and

N-, andIl andqr.

We know from the as-deposited samples that the net charge before

anneal is positive which means N+ is greater than N- in all cases. And from

Eqs.(5.11) and (5.12), î1 is almost always greater than qr. A plot of the

function of Eq.(5.13), as shown in Fig. 5.4 with N+ > N- *d r1r = 0.6 and q2 =

0.36, does always exhibit curves that fit well ou¡ data. Conversely, the plots with

N+ < N- or ît < 12 yields curves that deviate from our data. Although we are

unable to get the precise description of our six sets of data, the consumptive two

reaction model does predict, to a certain extent, the correct form of our data.

- N- (7.5 * 1g1a¡-lzsxP$a029'\zf¡)

(5.11)

(s.12)

(s.13)
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5.4.2 txíde Tnapped Charge as a F unction of' .{nnea! T'ime

We can now use the same approach to approximate the time dependence

result from Eqs.(5.9) and (5.10). The frnal solution is given by

The above function can be plotted in a semi-log plot with qt = 0.6 and îz = 0.36

and various ratio of N+ to l.{- as shown in Fig. 5.5. The data points in short

duration experience the same effor as before. However, it is very clear that the

function does describe our data reasonably well. The not so distinct turn-around

phenomenon in this case in contrast to that observed in previous section truns out

to be due to the difference between the exponential function and power funcúon.

It is obvious that the rate of change(slope) of ex is in general greater than xn,

where n is a constant. This in turn makes the sum of any two exponential

functions changes more drastically than the sum of two power functions.

7B

Qo,(r) = N+(371t)-ql - N-(371r)-1ì2

5.4.3 Ðiscussio¡¡

The major difficulty in the analysis is the mixing of both the positive

and the negative charges inside the bulk. As a result, knowing the net charge

content from the CV analysis cannot give us sufficient information to seek a more

precise solution for Qo,. Moreover, we have reasons to suspect that the

nonconsumptive mechanism might also be possible in bulk defect annealing. The

E'centre which is in deficit of an oxygen atom could capture an oxygen atom, if
available, instead of a hydrogen atom for passivation.The possibility of this

mechanism has been discussed in Chap. II. The nonbridging oxygen, on the

other hand, might not form a hydroxyl group with hydrogen because the stability

of it is doubdul. Instead, the bond rearrangement htween the oxygen and the

neighboring silicon is a more probable alternative. Again, this mechanism does

not consume any hydrogen at the end. All of these propositions no doubt will
require further work for verification.

(s.14)
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In terms of bulk rapped charge, the PECVD SiO2 contains in general a

larger amount of negative trapped charge than the thermal oxide. We attribute this

fact to a larger amount of nonbridging oxygen defects because the random

bonding of the plasma species have a higher chance of missing their neighboring

atoms, thus creating a large amount of unbonded oxygen. As mentioned in
Chapter I, this is not a serious problem in the thermally grown oxide because the

silicon atoms in the well defined lattice have a better chance of bonding to the

oxygen atoms.

Finally, it must be emphasized that the conventional bimolecular one

reaction model [4] and the simple hydrogen molecular diffusion model [5] have

been studied before the t'wo reaction model. However, the solutions of both

models fail to fit our data completely. The solution of the two reaction model

distincts from the other solutions by containing a temperature independent

exponent q. The results in section 4.4.1 and section 5.4.1 strongly indicate that 11

is indeed independent of temperature. Therefore, we can conclude that the two

reaction model is an appropriate model for the description of the anneal chemisuy

of MOS devices.
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We have studied the general aspects of the four important charges

inside a MOS device. On the basis of our study, the following conclusions are

d¡awn:

We have measured the quantity of the oxide fixed charge and the

mobile ionic charge inside the PECVD SiO2 films. The results show that the

PECVD SiO2 samples contain a negligible amount of both kinds of charges.

Unlike the thermal oxides, there is no correlation between the deposition

temperature and the oxide fixed charge for the PECVD oxides. However, it is

inconclusive to say that the oxide fixed charge is associated with silicon ions

resulting from incomplete oxidation because other parameters that could affect

the oxide fNed charge have not been considered. On the other hand, mobile

ionic charge is mainly associated with the fabrication cleanliness. Nonetheless,

the most important fact we have found is that both the oxide fixed charge and the

mobile ionic charge are not the factors that would affect the interface trap charge

and the oxide trapped charge.

W'e have studied the anneal chemistry of the interface trap density by

annealing our samples under various temperatures and various anneal times. The

nonconsumptive t'wo reaction model fits our results well. In the temperature

dependence case the solution is in the form of an exponential function, while in

the time dependence case the solution is a po\iler function. The capture radius

for the PECVD oxides differs from that for the thermal oxides by less than 10Vo.

This shows that there is no detectable difference in the interface traps befween

the thermal oxides and the PECVD oxides.

The analysis in oxide mpped charge became complicated because there

are both the positive and the negative trapped charges existing in the PECVD

oxides. The positive charge is attributed to the oxygen vacancy and the negative

B2
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charge to the nonbridging oxygen because they are very likely to exist in

PECVD oxides. Using the two reaction model, the capture radius of the Ë"

centre is found to be larger than that of the nonbridging oxygen. By changing

the ratio of the initial quantity of the positive and the negative charge, we have

actually obtained all the different data shapes shown by different samples.

However, we are not able to confirrn whether the nonconsumptive or the

consumptive or even both mechanism is the actual process in annealing the

trapped charges because of tæ many uncertain parameters. In fact, the solutions

of both mechanisms are not different by much in shape. Further work is
required for a better understanding of these mechanisms.

Finally, we conclude that the rf PECVD oxides contain only a small

âmount of oxide fîxed charge and mobile ionic charge in the 1o* 1910 r*-2
level. The interface ffap density is around 1912" -2"V-l before PMA and is

reduced to the mid-1010 crn-2eV level after PMA, the latter is comparable to high

quality thermal oxides. The high concentations of positive and negative oxide

trapped charges, which are of the order of the 1917 rot-3 before PMA, can be

removed totally by PMA.
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,4ppexadåx XA

A sample run of the connputen prognarm for extnacting

Ðt* frome CV cunves

The CV curve under investigation:
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Input præedure:
(The input data are underlined)
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Tk plot d D¡, vs E" - E:
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From the plot, the midgap D¡,is found tobe2J5 * 1911..-2.y-l


